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NEW Product Update:
Selux M60 Shapes Acoustic

Sound absorb-ing lumi-naires go beyond the 

need for qual-ity of light-ing and extend into a 

world of sound con-trol. With M60 LED Shapes 

Acoustic, expect the same qual-ity of light and 

opti-cal per-for-mance with the added func-

tion-al-ity of sound absorp-tion. M60 Shapes 

Acoustic is offered in mul-ti-ple shapes and 

sizes to fit any space. Use indi-vid-ual lumi-

naires or con-tact the fac-tory for project-spe-

cific con-fig-u-ra-tions.

Ligman Santander

The Santander Pole Top luminaire 

combines aesthetics and focused, 

precision lighting with microVOS™ optics 

to provide a large range of light 

distributions and beam patterns. This 

product is available with field 

interchangeable standard Type I, II, III, IV & 

V (Medium & Wide) distributions, as well as 

the ability to select specific quadrants 

within the luminaire and specify different 

distributions per quadrant.
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https://www.selux.us/usa/en/interior/products/m60-led-shapes-acoustic
https://www.ligmanlightingusa.com/products?fixture=Santander#specification-sheets
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Beta Calco Matrex

The Matrex series by Beta Calco is a family of compact 

and powerful flood lights designed to project light at 

great distances in a form factor much smaller than 

traditional models. Lumen packages available to 

accommodate various ceiling heights and light levels. 

Suspension points originate from the sides allowing for 

unobstructed indirect illuminance. Round and 

rectangular form factors available with single, dual and 

stacked options.

NEW Product Update:

Kelvix Crossbar

The Crossbar series by Kelvix Crossbar 

provides seamless illumination upon either axis 

of a drop ceiling system, requiring no 

modifications to an existing T-grid. Delivering a 

high-quality light source that is both uniform and 

direct view, the simplicity of Crossbar along with 

its universal dimming capability makes it a top 

choice for a variety of commercial environments.

https://betacalco.com/products/matrex-round-single/configurator
https://kelvix.com/product/crossbar-frosted-lens
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NEW Product Update:

SPI Lighting Novato 2" Lines + Arcs

This revolutionary modular system of luminous lines empowers you to create an infinite array of designs 

with ease, using all standard products. Get creative with crisp linear runs, precise angles, flowing 

curves, and sweeping elevation changes. There’s no limit to what you can design with these 

architectural building blocks of light. Impeccably designed with continuous illumination, Novato 2” Lines 

+ Arcs exhibits clean lines with no breaks in the light. Luminous on three sides, it adds dimension by 

broadening the distribution of light. Plus, efficacy surpasses 100 lumens per watt!

Congratulations David and Nino!! 
David Miguelucci and Nino De La Rosa are now the Specification Managers for the Spec Sales 

team! Please join us in congratulating these two, well deserved! 

https://www.spilighting.com/Family/novato-2-lines-and-arcs
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Controls Insider:

PTSA SERIES| Interval Timer Switch| Standalone 
The SensorSwitch™ PTSA Series Electronic Auto Shut-off Timer Switches provide a simple to 

use and simple to apply lighting control alternative to wall switch occupancy sensors. The 

PTSA, with an updated modern aesthetic, provides six timer presets, with options ranging from 

2 minutes to 12 hours, as well as an on/off push-button in a screwless wall plate design 

available in six colors. With no neutral required and no minimum load requirements, the PTSA 

is ideal for retrofit and standalone applications such as timer control for residential in-unit 

balconies, small closets in commercial applications, server aisles in server rooms, or anywhere 

manual on is preferred and auto shutoff is required but occupancy sensors are not mandated.

https://www.acuitybrands.com/products/detail/1282183/sensorswitch/ptsa-series/interval-timer-switch



